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BIRTHDAY  PARTIES

Transform your party by filling it with painted faces!
The same wonderful artists you've seen at the Bronx Zoo and major NY 

events can turn kids into their dreams at birthday parties.
• Amazingly Fast — 3 minutes per face
• Every face is a unique work of art
• As much fun to watch as to be painted
• Safe, washable make-up

At a Transformations event every face is different, 
every face is a creative work of art.

We turn people into all kinds of animals, princesses, monsters, beautiful scenes, 
and sophisticated designs inspired by cultures from around the world. 

Girls, boys, teens and adults all get painted.

Also Available:

The Transformations Show  — Storytelling
Christopher Agostino's very popular performance for schools, theaters 
and festivals can be brought to your birthday party to entertain every-
one and transform the entire event. Adults as well as kids are amazed 
by this unique combination of storytelling and painted faces, in which 

tales from around the world come to life on the faces of the party 
guests.

StoryFaces — Storytelling Show
Christopher Agostino's very popular performance for schools, 
theatres and festivals can be brought to your birthday party to 

entertain everyone and transform the entire event. Adults as well 
as kids are amazed by this unique combination of storytelling 

and painted faces, in which tales from around the world 
come to life on the faces of the party guests.

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Transformations
Painted Faces. Living Art.
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Birthday Parties!
Our two most popular programs involve our facepainting. You could either have an artist there to paint 
everyone’s face, or you can combine the facepainting with a storytelling performance.

Transformation Face Painting Party - Basic Birthday   
   Target-  age 3 and up, including older kids     
   Description- Transformations means full faces, turning kids into animals, monsters, 
butterflies, princesses or just about anything. We do it quickly, the makeup is safe and comfortable, and it’s also 
very fun to watch. Each participant become something different and exciting. We can do special themes, such 
as animal safari parties, or fairytale parties, etc. To start, the kids will want to gather around and watch, after 
some are done they’ll be free to do other things, so the facepainter can work while other activities are going on.  
  One artist can do up to 25 kids in 1 1/2 hours. For larger groups or family parties we recommend 
scheduling the artist for 2 hours, with the option of overtime at your request.
See the Transformation Birthday Party video at: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MAV0y4NYg3U

____________________________________________________________

The Transformations—StoryFaces Party  — storytelling show plus facepainting
   Target-   age 5 and up. Unique party, very good for older kids.    
   Description-  a storytelling show combined with facepainting. Christopher Agostino tells folktales in a 
playful style while he paints amazing images on the faces of some of the kids—turning them into stories from 
around the world.  Everyone gets involved in the show, and afterwards he paints all the remaining guests. It’s as 
entertaining for the adults as for the children. This party is based on Christopher’s very 
popular school show.
   Christopher gathers everyone together for a 30 minute show, then after the show as he starts painting faces, 
the kids will keep watching for about 15-20 minutes, and then will move off to play as the creatures they be-
come. Total time is around 1 1/2 hours, including the show plus the facepainting.
See the Transformations-StoryFaces video at: https://vimeo.com/47364130

____________________________________________________________

The World of Magic with David Levitan     — 45 minute family show
   Target- any age,  good for mixed age parties and adults, too.        
   Description- David is one of the best kids’ magicians around. He’s very funny and completely involves his 
audiences, young or old. For younger kids he’s silly, and gets them thinking they’re doing all the magic for him. 
For older kids he does a skillful show that really wows them.  And, he’s not caustic at all—he never makes fun of 
the kids he uses in his shows, they join him in a playful adventure. David will gather the kids and adults togeth-
er and entertain them all for a full 45 minutes.

____________________________________________________________

The Juggling Ned Show     — 45 minutes of comedy, juggling and magic
   Target- ages 5 and up, especially for older kids plus adults. 
   Description-  Ned Gelfars is an extremely funny guy with great circus skills. He combines juggling, magic, 
unicycling, and an incredible amount of hilarious, good-natured audience participation that makes everyone 
laugh, including the adults. Ned does a 45 minute show that will entertain everyone at the party.
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